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ABOUT INSTITUTE
Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy, Umrakh was established in the year 2004 under the ages
of Vidyabharti Trust with main objective of visionary in the mission of quality Pharmacy
education.
The Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy is located on the way of Bardoli-Mota road 3 kilometer
away from Bardoli and 34 kilometer away from Surat in a lush green sprawling campus with
sufficient infrastructure facilities.
The college is approved by the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI), New Delhi, All India Council
for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi, recognized by Government of Gujarat and affiliated
to Gujarat Technological University (GTU), Ahmadabad.
At this moment Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy offers B. Pharm and M.Pharm course in
Pharmaceutics, Quality Assurance & Pharmacology to input knowledge and empower individuals
with wisdom to prepare pharmacist of the future.

VISION OF THE INSTITUTE
To emerge as a most preferred institution for education in pharmacy in this region and to develop
multifaceted pharmacist who shall lead the nation to a better future.

MISSION OF THE INSTITUTE


To provide a stimulating environment where knowledge of basic subjects is integrated with
health concerns for the world community.



To inculcate professional ethics, social responsibility and commitment for lifelong
learning.



To March on par with current developments to become a professionally competent.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOS)
PEO1: Knowledge: Graduates of the program will be having strong background along with
necessary skill set in pharmaceutical sciences and able to use these tools in pharmaceutical
industry, community pharmacy and institutes or wherever in the area of profession they choose
necessary for success.

PEO2: Competency: Become a competent pharmacy professional and work at responsible
positions in various areas of pharmaceutical industry and allied fields.
PEO3: Professionalism: Inculcate professional and ethical values in students to function
productively in professional environment.

PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POS)

MESSAGES

Dr. Dhiren P.Shah
Principal, SNLPCP
It is a matter of great pride that Vidyabharti Trust College of Pharmacy is keeping alive many
traditions and Pharmvidya being one of them. It is my pleasure to hand over the winter 2018 issue
of Pharmvidya to you. Pharmvidya is an expression of our students' spirit and creative enthusiasm.
Every year students participate with full vigor in different events and equally excel in academics.
Besides this, VBTCP has always believed in nurturing the moral values and the sense of social
responsibilities along with professional attitude. We also take initiative to arrange educational
tours, industrial visits, guest lectures and many more to sharpen the students’ practicality. The dear
alumni of the college also gather every year to discuss the current professional challenges with
these budding pharmacists. I also congratulate the Editorial team for their credentials and working
tirelessly to improve the quality and standard of magazine year by year.

Mrs. Jasmina Surati
Editor
The editorial board is Glad to release the current issue of PHARVIDYA magazine, WINTER
2018. The contribution and dedication of faculty members, students and nonteaching staff of
SNLPCP is continuously helping the magazine in stepwise manner for achieving new mile stone.
The magazine provides a perfect platform to highlight the literary and artistic segments of the
SNLPCP family. The purpose of this college magazine is to unlock the hidden potential within
the students and helped the students for self-motivation.
I want to extend my sincere thanks to my editorial team for the support to make this magazine
stand out. I am pleased to say that the management & staff is excellent & do not hesitate to put
in their best in all college activities & up-gradation.
I would like to thank students, teaching & non-teaching staff for your kind & continued support
in the progress of this Institution. May Almighty God shower his choicest blessings upon all.
Be true to yourself, help others, and make each day your masterpiece.

SHREE NARANJIBHAI LALBHAI PATEL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, UMRAKH
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1. GUEST LECTURE
Date: 31.08.2018
Guest Speakers:

1. Mr. Bhavesh Upadhyay, Managing Partner, Enterprising India
2. Mr. Bhavesh Shah, Senior Manager, Intas Pharmaceuticals
3. Mr. Vijay Chauhan, Senior Executive, Kopran

Topic: Entrepreneurship, Industries and education system
Students Participation: M. Pharm. and Final B. Pharm. Students
Summary of Lecture: The speakers have talked about the various aspects of entrepreneurship and
the role of various facts which will help a person to be a good entrepreneur. They also talked about
the lacking of the education systems and the interaction with the industries which may act as a
barrier in development of the entrepreneurship. They also talked about the requirements of the
industries and what the industries are looking in the students. They also focused on the personality
development of the students which will help to make them a good entrepreneurs.
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2. REFRESHER COURSE
Date: 01.09.2018 and 02.09.2018
Day 1: 01.09.2018
The refresher course was inaugurated in the gracious presence of Dr. Prakash Shah (Elected
Member of the Gujarat State Pharmacy council, Ahmedabad), Honorable managing trustees and
secretary, campus director, Principal and course coordinator.
Dr. Prakash Shah has delivered speech on “pharmacy practice. In the next session Mr. Bharat Doshi
gave his speech on “Adverse Drug Reaction”. In the post lunch session, Ms. Khushi Pathak and
Ms. Dipali Savliya Executive Officer, Drug Information Centre (DIC) Gujarat State Pharmacy
Council, Ahmedabad, has delivered lecture on “Medication error”. Dr. Dikshit modi, Associate
professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh has delivered lecture on “Drug price control order-1995”.
Day 2: 02.09.2018
Dr. Vijay Lambole, Associate professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh, spoke on Medication Adherence. Dr.
Jitendrasing Yadav, Associate professor, SNLPCP, Umrakh, gave his valuable speech on
“Introduction to Novel Drug Delivery Systems (NDDS).” Dr. Dipansu Sahu, Associate professor,
SNLPCP, Umrakh, talked on “Good storage practice”.
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3. ALUNA COMPETITIONS
Aluna Competitions were held in Shree Naranbhai Lalbhai Patel College of Pharmacy, during 25th27th July 2018. During this festival celebration, various competitions were organized, like Rangoli,
Drawing, Mehndi, Nail Art, Hairstyle and Antakshari. Cultural events bring out the creativity and
hidden potentials among the students. On the first day, Rangoli and Drawing competitions were
held. There participants were filled with joy, with colourful Rangolis all over the corridors. The
beautiful paintings added life to the otherwise dull walls.

The prizes given away were as under:

Name of students

Rank

Semester

Rangoli Competition
st

1 Prize

Patel Jaimini and Patel Nancy

3rd Sem

2nd Prize

Lad Kinjal and Mahadik Rohini

7th Sem

3rd Prize

Pandya Hirva

7th Sem

Drawing Competition
st

1 Prize

Dhivar Vyoma

3rd Sem

2nd Prize-

Gamit Zeel

5th sem

3rd Prize

Vyas Mukti

3rd Sem
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On the 2nd Day, Mehndi, Nail Art and Thali Decoration Competitions were held. Girls happily
drew Mehndis and decorated their nails. It was fun to see the equal participation of the boys as
well in Thali decoration and Antakshari Competitions. With such a beautiful and a creative display,
Judges had a very tough time deciding and giving away the prizes.

Rank

Name of students

Semester

Mehdi Competition
1st Prize

Patel Hiteshvari

7th Sem

2nd Prize

Gamit Sejal

3rd Sem

3rd Prize

Qureshi Uzma

7th Sem

Nail art Competition
1st Prize

Parmar Bhumika

5th sem

2nd Prize

Gohil Bhumika

7th Sem

Thali Decoration
st

1 Prize

Winter - 2018
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On the 3rd Day, Inter Class Antakshari Competition was held. It was very heartening to see the
atmosphere filled with fun and frolic. The students sung the latest tunes along with some Old
Classic melodies.
The winner team was – 3rd Sem BPharm
The Runners up –5th Sem B.Pharm
The Aluna Competition was concluded with the National Anthem.
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4. JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS
On 4th September 2018, Janmashtami celebrations were carried out in the college campus with full
pomp and show. The students decorated the college with colourful ‘Patakas’. The ‘Matkis’ were
beautifuly decorated with garland of ‘Galgota’ (Marigold) flowers and held high up on the ropes
tied across the 2 parapet walls of the college. They were filled up ‘Chaas’ (Buttermik).
The students had even decorated the cradle of little ‘Kanha’. Meanwhile the idol of Kanha was
lifted up on the head by the students. Kanha was then placed in the cradle and the auspicious ‘Aarti’
was performed by the principal, staff and students. The atmosphere was filled with, “Nand Gher
Anand Bhayo” and “Hathi Ghoda Palkhi Jay Kanhaiya Lal Ki”
‘Matki Phod’ Competition was also organized and prizes were also given. The students towered
up for 2-3 times and then finally broke the Matki.
The prize were given to:
Bhumika Gohil- 7th sem, Himanshu Joshi-7th sem,
Rajat Parmar-5th sem, Kishan Prajapati -3rd Sem
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5. TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS
5th Sept 2018 is celebrated every year in college as a fond remembrance of Shree Sarvapalli
Radhakrishnan and as an affection to all teachers. The student teachers of 7th Sem B. Pharm and
3rd Sem B. Pharm actively engaged in conducting B. Pharm and M. Pharm lectures and practicals.
After the session, the students had organized a small token as a respect and affection to the
teachers. They felicitated all the teachers with a rose and snacks. There was an informal interaction
between the students and staff.
The Best Teachers award was given to Yash Rana and Jaypal Gohil of 7th sem B. Pharm.
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6. FRESHERS’S PARTY
Fresher’s Party and Navratri Celebrations were jointly celebrated on 25th Sept 2018 by students of
Shree N. L. Patel College of Pharmacy.
Every year students organize the Fresher’s Party as a mark of respect and welcoming the juniors,
making them friendly with the seniors and college traditions. This activity was carried out under
the close supervision of Staff and Principal to discourage any form of ragging in the campus.
The cultural Celebrations were organized by 7th sem. B. Pharm students with a good hospitality.
The ceremony was started with a formal introduction of students and one minute games which
added to the fun and folic.

As a part of every year’s traditions the students organize the competition of Mr and Ms Fresher’s.
The Fresher’s were judged on several criteria. The witty quiz competition and the ti breakers gave
us the
Mr Fresher’s - Somveer Swami
Ms Fresher’s - Abha Patel.
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7. NAVRATRI CELEBRATIONS
On 25th Sept 2018, past afternoon, the Navratri was celebrated. The students were dressed in
complete traditional attire which made the atmosphere all the more colorful and festive. The MahaAarti was performed by the Principal, Faculty members and Students. The Navratri celebrations
began with the Chant, ‘Bolo Ambe Mat Ki Jay’
All sorts of Garba including the Traditional, Western, Dodiya and Popatiyu were performed with
students and staff as well. All were engrossed with full energy a vigour and enjoyed the Garba to
the fullest. This vivatious bursts of energy among the student not only brings out the best in them
but also prepares them for all the challenges of exams, assignments and life. Our colleges has
always truly preserves our tradition, our culture, our values and generations to come.
Prizes were given for Best Traditional Dressing and Best Actions to girls and boys.
Best Traditional Dress

Chaudhari Mayur

7th Sem

Patel Anjali

3rd Sem

Best Action

Shah Karan

5th Sem

Maisuria Nidhi

5rd Sem
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8. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AWARENESS
On 21st August, the staff and students of SNLPCP, Umrakh visited slow learner’s school at
kharvasa to pay tribute to our social responsibility. On this occasion we made a project SUDAMA
NI POTLI and collected around 300 kg grains and donated that to the school. Students celebrated
birthday with slow learner students and played many games with them.

9. KERALA FLOOD RELIEF FUND COLLECTION
On 28th august students have collected fund from students and staff members of SNLPCP, Umarkh.
The collected fund was donated to flood victims of Kerala.
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10. STUDENT CREATIVITY

-

Gamit Zeel (5th sem, B. Pharm)

STORY: Drashta
Hello, my name is Brijesh P Parekh. I am 19 year boy study in college and living a great life, I
have good friends; good college, good studies and most importantly have a crush. For some reason
I have to change her name and I named as Manushi. Like all teenager, I also feel good when I am
with her. I want to spend more and more time with her. But one thing I want to say that we all have
many strength in ourselves but we also have many weaknesses. My weakness is that I cannot
socialized properly, I have problem to interact with other and like all faces some problem in talking
with their crush. In my case this is a major problem. I had many problems in interaction with
manushi and I do lots of mistakes and stupid thing in front of her which embarrass me a lot. But
the story begins from here, one day I am starring at manushi and I make my mind to talk with her.
As soon as I reached to manushi ,I gets stuck and mind gets off, I start thinking what the hell I talk
to her ,what I should have to say to her. Then vijay arrives, I have change the name of the person
for some reason. Vijay just say hi to manushi and she reply hi, and they start conversation and they
laugh and clap and shake hand. They make very good conversation. On seeing this I become
speechless and then start thinking what the hell he do. I get upset and think that I am such a looser.
I am not even able to talk properly with anyone. Then days pass but I am still upset and feel dull.
Then I read one line on instagram, the line is Been Drashta solves all your problems. Then I think
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what Drashta means? I come to know that it is the term used in Yoga to indicate a quality, a
capacity of mind which is imbued with awareness. drashta means observing yourself. To
implement this thing I do certain method. I set in deep slience in a quiet place without any
disturbance, without anyone. Then I revisit that whole scenario in which vijay had conversation
with manushi which happen few days ago which I mention above. While revisiting that event first
of all I see vijay talking with manushi and they are so comfortable in their conversation. And on
seeing this again I gets upset, but then I suddenly observe myself standing aside and looking at
them. Then I start laughing on observing myself in that scenario. And think how poor guy I am
cannot do anything. Just staring at them. On thinking like this I come to know that on observing
myself in that scenario (that is the moment in which vijay and manushi where talking and I am
standing a side of them) make me laugh in present time. I come to know that if we observe other
than we always become sad but if we observe ourselves than we can overcome to depression and
upset mood. Because on observing ourselves it let us know our mistake, our action and reaction in
that movement. By becoming Drashta I observe myself rather than observing manushi and vijay
in that senerio. Becoming drashta does not help me to overcome my weakness of poor conversation
but it definetly help me to overcome depression and negative thought and makes me capable to
see or to view problems in another way. In that conversation there is not any fault of manushi or
vijay. They are normal at all, but it’s me have problem to talk and now I know that instead beening
sad I have to focus on the solution of my problems. And if we talk about manushi she is mine and
one day I will able to communicate properly and have a long and beautiful conversation with her.
We can get solution of our problems only when we observe ourselves that is being drashta rather
than observing others. Being drastha we are able to become smart thinker rather than over thinker.
-

Brijesh P Parekh (3th sem, B. Pharm)

Anger and Love Have No Limits
While a father was washing his car, his 4yr old son picked a stone & scratched lines on the
side of the car. In anger, the man took the child's hand & beat it many lines, not realizing he was
using a wrench.
At the hospital, the child lost all his fingers due to multiple fractures. When the child saw his
father with painful eyes he asked Dad when my fingers will grow back?' the father was so hurt &
speechless. He went back to the car & kicked it a lot of times. Devastated by his own actions...
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sitting in front of the car he looked at the scratches the child had written 'LOVE YOU DAD’.
The next day the man committed suicide. Anger & love have no limits; chose the later to have
a beautiful & lovely life. Things are to be used & people are to be loved, but the problem in today's
world is that, people are used & things are loved.
-

Taha Imtiyaz Nanabava (7th sem, B. Pharm)

THOUGHTS-FOR-FRIENDS
- Don’t love a friend like a flower because flower dies in an hour? Love them
Like a river because river flows forever.
- If at any time your life is like a “candle in the wind” then I will put my hands
Around you so that all burns are mine and all light is yours… it’s my promise.
- Every failure is a lesson well-learned, every success is a battle well-fought and
Every friend is a jewel well-kept in one’s heart.
- Keep the lamp of friendship burning with oil of love because sun rises in east
And sets in west but friendship rises in heart and sets after death.
-Make a heart that never breaks, make a smile that never fails, and make a touch that
Never pains and make a friendship that never ends.
- Friendship is like an Onion, it has many layers in it and it will add taste to
Your life but if you try to cut it, you will have tears in your life.
- Loving what you get is compromise, getting what you love is success, loving
Without caring whether you will get or not is true love and loving even after
Knowing that you won’t get is pure love.
- Friendship is not about finding the right person but creating the right relation,
it’s not how much we care in the beginning but how much we care till the end.
- Life is like a pleasure greet it with smile, friendship like a treasure keep it
Bright all the time.
- Friendship is silent gift of nature, more old more strong, more deep more
clear, more close more warm, more fight more love, less words more
understanding.
- Birth is the start of life, beauty is the art of life, mystery and risk are part of
life, but true friends are heart of life.
-
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MOM
Have you ever met someone who could light up a room? Who could make others feel
special just with their presence? Who would cook you chicken soup when you were sick, be the
first one to wish you happy birthday, be the one who tucked you in at night? Have you ever met
someone who let you lick the frosting from the spoon while making a cake, promise not to tell your
dad when you got in trouble, sneak a meal to you, when you were grounded? Of course you have,
they’re Moms.
Moms make a deal with God during pregnancy that if they can have a healthy child they
will spend the rest of their lives putting themselves second to their children. They bring us home
incapable of doing anything and teach us everything. How to tie our shoes; comb our hair; brush
our teeth. They teach us invaluable lessons like: look both ways before crossing the street, don’t
talk to strangers, be fair, be courteous, and mind your manners. Moms bring us the world in small
doses.
Then life goes on, birthdays pass, parent-teacher meetings, first dates, broken hearts, first
crushes, graduation, life. Till you have a family of your own and the cycle begins again.
Moms in some cases put their own hopes and dreams on a shelf to gather dust just so they can see
us smile, laugh, cry. The great ones would give their life for us, many have. Most of the time
they’re not even looking for any credit. They just want to stay involved, want to be a part, and want
to share a life with us. Moms just want to make us better. Better enough so that we can stand on
our own two feet and make a difference in this world. Moms are the generals that prepare us for
life. Let’s not forget it.
We all have our time in the sun but let’s never forget we are the sons and daughters of
someone who made a choice the day we were born that we came first. Love your Mom. They won’t
always be around. Love your Mom.

-
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One day I will
Say "I will!" and then stick to it-That's the only way to do it.
Don't build up a while and then
Tear the whole thing down again.
Fix the goal you wish to gain,
Then go at it heart and brain,
And, though clouds shut out the blue,
Do not dim your purpose true
With your sighing.
Stand erect, and, like a man,
Know "They can who think they can!"
Keep a-trying.


Chaudhari Mayur (7th sem, B. Pharm)

New Year
The leaf that withers and falls,
The sun that sets as the day falls,
The rainbow that fades into nothing,
Leaving reminiscences of everything.
Yet another year bids adieu,
Time ticks by as life looks anew,
The yester year gliding away,
The new year gently making its way.
Each new day and each New Year,
Like the cry of a newborn babe I hear,
Like the sun that brightens every morn,
And the new blooms that adorn.
Brimming with hopes and aspirations,
Bringing us close to our destinations,
A chance for a new beginning,
Or maybe to finish what is left undone
-
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-
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YOU WILL SUCCEED SURE
Read but write more
Listen but think more
Play but study more
I promise, you will succeed sure
Eat but chew more
Weep but laugh more
Sleep but work more
I promise, you will succeed sure
Punish but pardon more
Spend but earn more
Consume but produce more
I promise, you will succeed sure
Hate but love more
Order but obey more
Quarrel but be friends more
Take but give more
I promise, you will succeed sure
-

Urvi Patel (1st sem, B. Pharm)
-

Sharing with you…SMILE
When you are in pain, for a smile can your lighter.
Smile even if someone hurts your feeling,
For a smile can win heart over.
Smile when your adore someone very much,
For a smile can reflect your love.
Smile even when you are depressed,
For a smile can give a healing touch.
Smile even if you are not beautiful enough,
For a smile can enhance your beauty.
Smile with all your heart, since it cost nothing but gives everything.
For a smile can win your enemies.
If it ever happens that some people is too tired to give a smile,
Why not you live one of yours…
-
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11.INSTITUTE TOPPERS: SUMMER 2018
Rank

Student Name

Enrollment no.

SPI

B. Pharm 2nd semester
1

Patel Jaiminiben C.

172680290036

8.88

2.

Mistry Parth A.

172680290022

8.64

3.

Patel Anjali S.

172680290029

8.56

B. Pharm 4th semester
1

Patel Shivani P.

162680290046

9.27

2.

Panchal Nikita S.

162680290020

8.55

3.

Chaudhari Umesh M.

162680290006

8.45

B. Pharm 6th semester
1

Patel Darshil B.

152680290038

8.55

2.

Qureshi Uzma Z.

152680290051

8.45

2.

Gamit Alvisha P.

152680290012

8.45

3.

Singh Sneha R.

152680290058

8.36

B. Pharm 8th semester
1.

Patel Madhvi G.

142680290032

9.18

1.

Taha Imtiyaz Nanabava

142680290055

9.18

2.

Pathak Priya K.

142680290043

8.45

3.

Patel Milinda N.

142680290033

8.36

M. Pharm 2nd Sem Pharmaceutics
1.

Patel Mayur

172680820001

5.46

M.Pharm 2nd Sem Pharmacology
1.

Mistry Shivangi N.

172680825001

7.77

2.

Parmar Pooja

172680825002

7.31

M.Pharm 2nd Sem Quality Assurance
1.

Parmar Viranchi

172680824001

7.69

M. Pharm 4th Sem Pharmaceutics
1.

Bhesaniya Purvisha V.

162680808002

9.00

2.

Shaikh Abdul Khalique Abdul Kadir

162680808011

9.00
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